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Introduction
The portfolio of international investors, being it private, corporate or institutional investors, often include real-estate assets. Real estate investments can
yield high returns, are useful for diversiﬁcation and as a hedge against inﬂation.
While there are a variety of ways to access the real estate market, some structures are more efﬁcient than others depending on a number of factors.
A direct investment on a rental property is one way to produce a regular source
of income. However, investors must go through a time-consuming selection
process before the purchase, and continued supervision and management
afterwards. Real estate crowdfunding is a middle-ground option. Investors have
their choice of equity or debt investments in both commercial and residential
properties.

Traditional structures
More institutional ways for investors to access the real estate market are Real
Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), SOCIMIs and Real Estate Funds.
A real estate investment trust (REIT) is a closed-end investment company that
owns assets related to real estate such as buildings, land and real estate securities. REITs sell on the major stock market exchanges just like common stock.
SOCIMI is a Spanish public limited company whose corporate purpose is the
holding of either (i) leased urban assets (by means of acquisition or development) or (ii) a stake in the share capital of other SOCIMI or foreign entities of
analogous or similar activity (the vehicles known as Real Estate Investment
Trusts or "REIT").

Securitization is a solution to convert assets into
tradable securities for the ﬁnancial markets. This is
a ﬂexible and efﬁcient way to raise capital or to fund
an investment strategies.
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Real estate funds are organized as alternative investment funds, which pool
money from investors to mutually fund a real estate investment strategy.

In all above-mentioned structures real estate promoters will face compliance
and distribution issues as these structures are all regarded as collective
investment schemes and therefore subject to complex and costly-to-maintain
regulations and directives.

Securitization
Securitization is the issuance of tradable ﬁnancial instruments linked to one or
a group of assets.
Through securitization, assets receive an additional layer of accessibility in the
ﬁnancial markets, allowing for the funding of an investment strategy, or the
holding of a group of assets. The result of securitization is a tradable ﬁnancial
instrument that can be purchased
globally through brokerage accounts.
Securitization vehicles
One of the primary reasons for the
provide for a bridge
growing popularity of securitization in
recent years is its ﬂexibility in the
between real estate
choice of an underlying asset.

developers and
investors operating

Why securitization?

From a real estate promoter and manager’s point of view, the best option for
capital raising is securitization, as it
markets.
grants access to global ﬁnancial markets and facilitates access to multiple type investors within a wide array of
ﬁnancial institutions in a timely and cost-efﬁcient manner, independent of the
initial investment/distribution size. Securitization vehicles provide for a bridge
between real estate developers and investors operating through global capital
markets.

through global capital
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Key advantages
Investors access these securities from their existing brokerage accounts,
imposing no additional Know Your Client (KYC) or Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
requirements, as these requirements have already been addressed by the ﬁnancial institutions. Assets stay within existing custodial accounts, and any
redemptions or distributions are delivered directly to the investors.
The incoming funds are funneled through
The result of securitization
one investor, the “securitization vehicle”;
all investors purchasing the instrument is a tradable ﬁnancial
are channeled through this structure. instrument that can be
This eases administrative burdens, as the
purchased globally through
developer must make only a single payment to the issuer of the instrument, brokerage accounts.
who then settles pro rata fund distributions into every investor’s brokerage account. As the ﬁnancial institution holding
the investor’s account completes KYC/AML, the real estate manager’s accountability and administrative requirements are eased.

Money movements are executed through top tier ﬁnancial institutions (the
paying agents). The security is published on Bloomberg and listed on a European
stock exchange, allowing the portfolio manager to have a track record of all
investments,
including
dates
and
Investors access these
amounts. This structure may have the
added value of having a trustee that prosecurities from their existtects the investors’ rights and an auditor
ing brokerage accounts,
that veriﬁes the value of the issued
imposing no additional
notes. Investors purchasing the instrument can be reached through registered
Know Your Client (KYC) or
investment advisors, asset managers and
Anti-Money Laundering
family ofﬁces, thus providing enhanced
distribution power.
(AML) requirements
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Regarding funding, the investment can be channeled as an equity contribution,
a debt contribution or a combination of both (a hybrid structure). A combination allows for ﬁxed income distribution, tax efﬁciencies and participating in
the upside.

Investors could easily participate in
the RealEstate Strategy by purchasing
the issued securities through their
bank account.

Establishment and functioning
An off-balance sheet SPV compartment in a leading jurisdiction like Luxembourg, Ireland or Guernsey would be established, and exclusively dedicated to
issuing Certiﬁcates or Notes linked to the underlying real estate development
strategy. Investors could easily participate in it by purchasing the issued securities, through their bank or broker account, in broker-to-broker transactions
(OTC transaction). The raised capital will then be transferred by the paying agent
to the company developing the real estate strategy.

About MTCM
MTCM Investment AG is a leading provider of advisory services for Alternative Investments. Our background in structuring and issuing of investment vehicles/products within the top Investment Banks and
our solid know-how in the Alternative Assets and Derivatives Market build the core strengths in order
to provide you with the most innovative Investment ideas and implementations.
A solid basis of trust, short communication channels and transparency will ensure to be your advisor
of choice. We aim to be the best and most respected independent investment advising ﬁrm by providing outstanding client service. Our fundamental values consist in transparency, excellence, innovation
and dedicated service for our partners and their needs.

www.mtcm.ch
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Conventional Risk Agregation
On-Balance Sheet
Conventional issuers act as
guarantor of their own issuance
vehicles amounting in cost,
complexity and risk.

Regulation
Regulatory and compliance
requirements are generally over
proportional and increase product
costs on big and frightening scale.

Cost Explosion
Balance sheet costs and operational overhead lead to a massive
cost explosion.

MTCM Risk Segregation
On-Balance Sheet
Hence less regulatory & operational cost. A risk segregation from
(and for) banks.

Best Price
Modular, transparent ﬁrst class
structures that give you full
oversight over fees and let you set
yours.
Control
Manage your bespoke products.

Modular
Choose yor architecture, location,
transparency, custody, risk and
pro- duct class.
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